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Abstract -In today’s business context it is found that
conventional databases are not sufficient in dealing with the data
being generated for mostly two reasons one is the volume and the
second is the multiple sources as well as its heterogeneous nature.
Volume is a concern as size of data grows it implies more time to
process it and it is more expensive to manage as well in traditional
databases. Similarly the new forms of unstructured data, a source
of big data, which enterprises are finding to be useful, cannot be
stored or processed using existing models of RDBMs. A vast volume
of data generated may not naturally fit into traditional storage
systems because it is unstructured and will not fit into the
conventional storage systems. Largely enterprises are realizing the
importance of advances in the area of Big data. Some of the issues
enterprises are facing are how to analyze these and what
mathematical models to apply. Here is the where semantic web
technologies coupled with Big data techniques can give powerful
solutions to these problems. Big data systems do not exist in
isolation and there will be need to find a path to link them with the
conventional systems. There is need for mechanisms that allow
seamless information flow between Big data systems and
conventional systems. Semantic Web Technologies have matured
and may prove essential in representing the unstructured data in a
form where Big data processing can be applied.This paper is an
attempt to discuss the big data challenge and opportunity,
unstructured data and semantic technologies. The aim is to explore
these in the context of enterprise applications and how enterprises
may gain from these technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The promise of data-driven decision-making is now being
recognized broadly, and there is growing enthusiasm for the
notion of ``Big Data.’’ While the promise of Big Data is real -for example, it is estimated that Google alone contributed 54
billion dollars to the US economy in 2009 -- there is currently a
wide gap between its potential and its realization. Heterogeneity,

scale, timeliness, complexity, and privacy problems with Big
Data impede progress at all phases of the pipeline that can create
value from data. The problems start right away during data
acquisition, when the data tsunami requires us to make
decisions, currently in an ad hoc manner, about what data to
keep and what to discard, and how to store what we keep
reliably with the right metadata. Much data today is not natively
in structured format; for example, tweets and blogs are weakly
structured pieces of text, while images and video are structured
for storage and display, but not for semantic content and search:
transforming such content into a structured format for later
analysis is a major challenge. The value of data explodes when it
can be linked with other data, thus data integration is a major
creator of value. Since most data is directly generated in digital
format today, we have the opportunity and the challenge both to
influence the creation to facilitate later linkage and to
automatically link previously created data. Data analysis,
organization, retrieval, and modeling are other foundational
challenges. Data analysis is a clear bottleneck in many
applications, both due to lack of scalability of the underlying
algorithms and due to the complexity of the data that needs to be
analyzed. Finally, presentation of the results and its
interpretation by non-technical domain experts is crucial to
extracting actionable knowledge. Big data is an evolving term
that describes any voluminous amount of structured, semistructured and unstructured data that has the potential to be
mined for information. Big data can be characterized by 3Vs: the
extreme volume of data, the wide variety of types of data and the
velocity at which the data must be must processed. Although big
data doesn't refer to any specific quantity, the term is often used
when speaking about peta bytes and Exabyte of data, much of
which cannot be integrated easily.
II.

CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITIES OF BIG
DATA:
We are awash in a flood of data today. In a broad range of
application areas, data is being collected at unprecedented scale.
Decisions that previously were based on guesswork, or on
painstakingly constructed models of reality, can now be made
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based on the data itself. Such Big Data analysis now drives
nearly every aspect of our modern society, including mobile
services, retail, manufacturing, financial services, life sciences,
and physical sciences.
Scientific research has been revolutionized by Big Data
[CCC2011a]. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey [SDSS2008] has
today become a central resource for astronomers the world over.
The field of Astronomy is being transformed from one where
taking pictures of the sky was a large part of an astronomer’s job
to one where the pictures are all in a database already and the
astronomer’s task is to find interesting objects and phenomena in
the database. In the biological sciences, there is now a wellestablished tradition of depositing scientific data into a public
repository, and also of creating public databases for use by other
scientists. In fact, there is an entire discipline of bioinformatics
that is largely devoted to the curation and analysis of such data.
As technology advances, particularly with the advent of Next
Generation Sequencing, the size and number of experimental
data sets available is increasing exponentially.
Big Data has the potential to revolutionize not just research, but
also education [CCC2011b]. A recent detailed quantitative
comparison of different approaches taken by 35 charter schools
in NYC has found that one of the top five policies correlated
with measurable academic effectiveness was the use of data to
guide instruction [DF2011]. Imagine a world in which we have
access to a huge database where we collect every detailed
measure of every student's academic performance. This data
could be used to design the most effective approaches to
education, starting from reading, writing, and math, to advanced,
college-level, courses. We are far from having access to such
data, but there are powerful trends in this direction. In particular,
there is a strong trend for massive Web deployment of
educational activities, and this will generate an increasingly
large amount of detailed data about students' performance. It is
widely believed that the use of information technology can
reduce the cost of healthcare while improving its quality
[CCC2011c], by making care more preventive and personalized
and basing it on more extensive (home-based) continuous
monitoring. McKinsey estimates [McK2011] a savings of 300
billion dollars every year in the US alone.In a similar vein, there
have been persuasive cases made for the value of Big Data for
urban planning (through fusion of high-fidelity geographical
data), intelligent transportation (through analysis and
visualization of live and detailed road network data),
environmental modeling (through sensor networks ubiquitously
collecting data) [CCC2011d], energy saving (through unveiling
patterns of use), smart materials (through the new materials
genome initiative [MGI2011]), computational social sciences(a
new methodology fast growing in popularity because of the
dramatically lowered cost of obtaining data) [LP+2009],
financial systemic risk analysis (through integrated analysis of a
web of contracts to find dependencies between financial entities)
[FJ+2011], homeland security (through analysis of social
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networks and financial transactions of possible terrorists),
computer security (through analysis of logged information and
other events, known as Security Information and Event
Management , and so on. In 2010, enterprises and users stored
more than 13 exabytes of new data; this is over 50,000 times the
data in the Library of Congress. The potential value of global
personal location data is estimated to be $700 billion to end
users, and it can result in an up to 50% decrease in product
development and assembly costs, according to a recent
McKinsey report [McK2011]. McKinsey predicts an equally
great effect of Big Data in employment, where 140,000-190,000
workers with ―deep analytical‖ experience will be needed in the
US; furthermore, 1.5 million managers will need to become
data-literate. Not surprisingly, the recent PCAST report on
Networking and IT R&D [PCAST2010] identified Big Data as a
―research frontier‖ that can ―accelerate progress across a broad
range of priorities.‖ Even popular news media now appreciates
the value of Big Data as evidenced by coverage in the
Economist [Eco2011], the New York Times [NYT2012], and
National Public Radio [NPR2011a, NPR2011b]. While the
potential benefits of Big Data are real and significant, and some
initial successes have already been achieved (such as the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey), there remain many technical challenges
that must be addressed to fully realize this potential. The sheer
size of the data, of course, is a major challenge, and is the one
that is most easily recognized. However, there are others.
Industry analysis companies like to point out that there are
challenges not just in Volume, but also in Variety and Velocity
[Gar2011], and that companies should not focus on just the first
of these. By Variety, they usually mean heterogeneity of data
types, representation, and semantic interpretation. By Velocity,
they mean both the rate at which data arrive and the time in
which it must be acted upon. While these three are important,
this short list fails to include additional important requirements
such as privacy and usability.

III.

SEMANTIC WEB CAN TAKE BIG DATA
SMARTER
Over the past few years, major enterprises have shown interest
in combining semantic web technology with big data for added
value. Let's take a look at what enterprises are seeking and why
they think semantic web can make big data smarter.
IV.

KEY BENEFITS

A. PROVIDES END-USERS INCREASED ABILITY TO
SELF-MANAGE DATA FROM VARIED SOURCES
Users need to be able to search, access, aggregate, curate, filter,
visualize, analyze, collaborate and create reports. They need to
combine extracted or analyzed data from big data stores with
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data from documents, emails, spreadsheets, the web and other
databases to get further insights.
By providing self-help, IT is no longer the bottleneck to business
analysis and action. However IT needs to continue to manage
access, security, data lineage, back-up and other much-desired
enterprise IT support and governance functions. Smart data
layers and smart data solutions using unified information based
on semantic technology can address user self-help needs while
providing the IT support and governance functions.
B. ADDRESSES VARYING USER NEEDS AND
CHANGING BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTS
In traditional big data IT solutions, the data model and the IT
solutions are designed to address specific business needs and to
handle specific data types and data sources. As the business
needs and data sources change, the IT solutions no longer work
and new data marts and new solutions must be built.
Semantic-based solutions have data models that can evolve in
run time. This allows the solutions to evolve with user
customization
requirements
and
changing
business
environments. When building a solution with semantic
technology, a user can start with something quick and then
evolve the solution, adding new datasets as needed, saving
significant support time and expenses.
C. MANAGES TERMINOLOGY, CONCEPTS AND
RELATIONSHIPS WHILE CONNECTING DIVERSE
DATA FROM VARIED DATA SOURCES
Different data sources can define the same entity, concept or
term differently. For example, IBM may be called Big Blue or
International Business Machines. There is a need not only to
have a glossary of terms and entities but also to manage the
relationships between different data and meta-data so that
search, data lineage and other actions can be performed.
Moreover, as data leaves its application, metadata must travel
with the data so that the data does not lose its meaning. Semantic
technology addresses these and other data relationships and
meta-data management needs. If the smart data layer is placed
over big data store and other existing data stores, the smart data
layer can manage relationships across all these varied sources.
D. INDUSTRY GROUP ADOPTION
Leading industry groups such as OMG, EDM Council, CDISC
and HL7 understand that big data and semantic web technology
are ideal complements and have been building industry standard
data models based on semantic technology that can be used with
big data. Many of these groups are working with regulatory
bodies to use these standards for government compliance and
risk management. These standards will drive enterprise
adoption.
V.

MAKING BIG DATA SMARTER
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As we create a semantic layer over your big data initiative, be
sure to include the following elements:
1. Flexible, universal data model based on industry
standards: Using standard industry models with a semantic
platform, allows for big data solution developers to quickly
create industry or company specific solutions that can be used
with big data stores and where the solutions can evolve as data
needs evolve.
2. Use of semantic RDF standards to make the data “selfdescribing”: By using semantic RDF standards, instance data
and meaning (meta-data) travel together so that both humans and
machines can understand and use the data. Use of platforms or
solutions built on standards also means that the solution built
will be inter-operable with other technologies using the standard.
3.
Graph representation and management of data: Big data
is just a large bucket of key/value pairs, with little if any
relationships between the data. By using a graph representation,
big data gets contextualized with entity and relationships that
can be used for search and analysis. To understand the value,
look at what value Facebook’s open graph provides to the
Facebook social media solution.
4.
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) infrastructure: A
SOA infrastructure over big data and existing data stores allows
in run time to bring in data into the big data store as necessary. It
can also be used to extract data in run time to create sandbox
data marts for combining data from varied sources for user
manipulation.
5. Post-ingestion data characterization: Big data is all about
collecting data without worrying about schemas and data
descriptions but the problem is that usually the data never gets
any sort of description so it stays ―dumb‖ and of limited utility.
But as you use and understand the data the Semantic layer
should automatically classify the data, associate relationships
and find new relationships. This is done by using OWL — the
Web Ontology Language — in the semantic layer
VI.
OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS
During the last 35 years, data management principles
such as physical and logical independence, declarative querying
and cost-based optimization have led, during the last 35 years, to
a multi-billion dollar industry. More importantly, these technical
advances have enabled the first round of business intelligence
applications and laid the foundation for managing and analyzing
Big Data today. The many novel challenges and opportunities
associated with Big Data necessitate rethinking many aspects of
these data management platforms, while retaining other
desirable aspects. We believe that appropriate investment in Big
Data will lead to a new wave of fundamental technological
advances that will be embodied in the next generations of Big
Data management and analysis platforms, products, and
systems.
Big Data and the Semantic Web are on a track to intersect. And
businesses that want to be on track to profit from the explosion
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in data should start looking a little more closely at that
intersection, and soon.
We believe that these research problems are not only timely, but
also have the potential to create huge economic value in the
economy for years to come. However, they are also hard,
requiring us to rethink data analysis systems in fundamental
ways. A major investment in Big Data, properly directed, can
result not only in major scientific advances, but also lay the
foundation for the next generation of advances in science,
medicine, and business.
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